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Prop. 22 would create new kind of 
independent contractor 
By Dan Eaton 
October 12, 2020 | 6:00 AM 

Proposition 22, a hotly contested ballot measure, 
would create a new profession under California law 
consisting of app-based rideshare and delivery drivers with 
its own set of labor rules.  Much of the campaign rhetoric has 
focused on competing claims about what most drivers want.  
Supporters and opponents also have argued over the value 
of protections the measure would provide to customers of 
these services. 

This column focuses on the new independent contractor 
framework the measure would create and on the 
compensation and benefits app-based drivers would receive. 

Current law 

Under AB 2257, the successor to AB 5, a worker is 
presumed to be an employee unless the hiring entity can 
show the worker is: (A) relatively free of the hiring entity’s control; (B) performing work outside the usual course 
of the hiring entity’s business, and (C) customarily and regularly doing work, in an established trade, 
occupation, or business, of the same kind being performed for the hiring entity. 

AB 2257 excludes from the ABC test certain professional and business relationships, generally subjecting 
those relationships to the more flexible Borello test which preceded the California Supreme Court’s 2018 
Dynamex ruling and enactment of AB 5 the following year.  The Borello test focuses mainly on the degree of 
control the hiring entity has over how the work is performed.  It also uses such additional factors as whether 
the worker uses his own tools in the work to determine whether the worker is a bona fide independent 
contractor. 

What Prop. 22 would do 

Prop. 22 would not insert app-based drivers as an additional exception to the ABC test in AB 2257.  
Instead, “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of law,” the proposal would classify any such driver as an 
independent contractor “with respect to his or her relationship with a network company” if the network company 
does not: 

(a) set specific dates, times, or minimum hours the driver must be logged into the network; 

(b) condition a driver’s continued access to the platform or application on the driver accepting any particular 
request for service; 

(c) restrict the driver from performing rideshare or delivery services for other networks, except during time 
they are engaged to perform services with the particular network; or 

(d) restrict the driver from working in any other lawful occupation or business. 

These criteria presumably reflect the existing policies of the rideshare and delivery companies sponsoring the 
measure. 
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Prop. 22, then, would create its own kind of independent contractor that is subject to neither the ABC test nor 
to the more flexible Borello test.  Instead, it would enact a third independent contractor framework for 
app-based drivers that is less demanding than the ABC test and more specific than the Borello test. 

Besides establishing an industry-specific independent contractor framework, Prop. 22 would give 
employee-like rights to app-based drivers and impose employer-like obligations on rideshare and delivery 
networks. 

First, the app-based drivers would be paid no less than 120 percent of the “applicable minimum wage” for 
all “engaged time” during each 14-day earnings period, though drivers may earn more than the guarantee.  
The “applicable minimum wage” would be determined by the place where the passenger or item is picked up.  
That would matter in places like San Francisco where the local minimum wage is higher than the state 
minimum wage. 

“Engaged time” would start when the app-based driver accepts a rideshare or delivery request or delivery and 
end when the driver completes the request.  It would not include time performing a service after the request 
has been cancelled by the customer or any time spent on a service the app-based driver ultimately abandons.  
A company also may exclude time it reasonably concludes has been recorded on its platform fraudulently.  
App-based drivers, unlike nonexempt employees, would not be entitled to overtime pay or compensated rest 
breaks. 

Second, app-based drivers would receive 30 cents, adjusted for inflation after 2021, for every engaged mile he 
drives to cover gas and vehicle wear and tear. 

Third, app-based drivers who average 25 hours per week or more in engaged time during a calendar quarter 
would receive a payment from the network company or companies through which he provides services of at 
least 100 percent of the average federal Affordable Care Act employer contribution “for the applicable average 
monthly Covered California premium for each month in the quarter.” Drivers who average at least 15 hours of 
engaged time per week, but fewer than 25 hours, would receive a 50 percent subsidy payment. 

Evaluating the merits of these proposed changes to the law at work, and the attendant consequences the 
measure’s supporters and opponents are predicting, now is up to California voters. 
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defending and advising employers.  He also is an instructor at the San Diego State University Fowler College of Business 
where he teaches classes in business ethics and employment law.  He may be reached at eaton@scmv.com.  
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